
Paradisian Alphabet  

 

The Paradisian alphabet is made up of 26 letters—5 vowels and 22 consonants. Four of 

the consonants are not found in the English alphabet (pr, sh, st, and ts). Three consonants 

in the English alphabet are not in the Paradisian alphabet (c, q, x). 

 

Each letter has only one pronunciation: 

 

a (ä)  father, heart    

b   big, bad 

d   dog, add 

e (ā)    they, weigh 

f   fill, phrase 

g   go, egg  

h   hat, who 

i (ē) police, believe 

j (zh) garage, azure 

k coat, kind 

l lamp, tell 

m me, climb 

n net, manner 

o (ō)    tone, low  

p pig, cup 

pr pretty, prize 

r run, wrong 

s say, miss 

sh  shore, nation 

st store, host 

t tell, button 

ts   tse-tse, cats 

u (ü) flute, shoe 

v van, very 

w will, quick 

y yes, opinion 

z zero, scissors 

 

 

  



 

 

 

Paradisian: Grammatical Basics 

 
 

Syllables and Accents 

 

Syllabic division is determined by the vowels in a word—each vowel must have its own 

syllable, even if it is a repeated vowel.  

d’amoúr = dah-moe-OOR 

mijunii = me-zhoo-NEE-ee 

 

The default accent is on the penultimate syllable. If a word is accented elsewhere, this is 

designated by placing an accent mark over that syllable’s vowel. Note: The accent’s 

placement can change the word’s meaning.   

hasar = HA-sar (camel) 

hasár = ha-SAR (to do) 

 

 

Sentence Structure 

 

Paradisian sentence structure generally follows the OSV (Object-Subject-Verb) pattern.  

By contrast, English sentences generally follow a SVO (Subject-Verb-Object) pattern. 

 English:  I love you   =  Paradisian:  D’alasház 

                         (S)  (V)  (O)        You-I-love 

            (O)  (S) (V)  

 

 

Sentence Markers 

 

Sentence markers are placed at the beginning of a sentence to change its form. 

 

Question Marker 

she (shay): changes a statement into a question.  

 Nav’elanáj  = He will help me.  

  She nav’elanáj = Will he help me? 

  

A specific word may be added after the question marker if it requires clarification: 

  She du nuv’elanáj = When will he help me?(lit: Question when will-me-he-help) 

 She tsala nuv’elanáj  = How will he help me? (lit: Question how will-me-he-help) 

 

Imperative Marker 

ku = changes a statement into a command 

 V’ulanáj = You help me. 

 Ku v’ulanaj = Help me! 



  

Conjugating Verbs 

 

Verbs are conjugated by adding a subject to the beginning of the word. The verb nui (to 

know) is used in the following examples: 

 

 Subjects   Conjugated Verb  = English Equivalent 

a- =  I     anui (ah-NOO-ee)  = I know 

u-   = you (singular)  unui (oo-NOO-ee)  = you (singular) know  

e-   = he, she, or it   enui (eh-NOO-ee)  = he (or she) knows 

ai-  = we   ainui (ah-ee-NOO-ee) = we know 

ui-  = you (plural)  uinui (oo-ee-NOO-ee) = you (plural) know 

ei-  = they   einui (eh-ee-NOO-ee) = they know 

 

 

Personal Pronouns 

 

The personal pronouns are used as direct objects as well as for indicating possession. The 

personal pronouns are: 

ve = me/my     

de = you/your (singular)    

mo = him/his    

me = her/hers    

tse = it/its     

va = us /our    

da = you/your (plural)   

ma = them/their   

 

 

Direct Objects 

 

Direct objects are indicated by placing a pronoun (above) before the conjugated verb. It is 

usually combined with the conjugated verb as a contraction. The conjugated verb elanáj 

(he or she helps) is used in the following examples: 

 

 ve elanáj = v’elanáj = She (or he) helps me  

de elanáj = d’elanáj = She helps you (singular) 

mo elanáj = m’elanáj = She helps him 

me elanáj = m’elanáj = She helps her 

tse elanáj = ts’elanáj = She helps it 

va elanáj = v’elanáj = She helps us 

da elanáj = d’elanáj = She helps you (plural) 

ma elanáj = m’elanáj = She helps them 

 

If clarification of the direct object is desired, the pronoun may be kept separate from the 

verb and/or the specific noun may be placed after the conjugated verb. 



 M’alanáj = I help him/her/them 

 Mo alanáj = I help him 

M’alanáj defín = I help the dog trainer  

 

     

Indirect Objects 

 

Indirect objects are indicated by placing a pronoun (as above) after the conjugated verb. 

 ts’ahasár = I do it  

 ts’ahasár su mo = I do it for him 

 

 

Possessives 

 

Possession is indicated by placing a pronoun (above) before a noun. If clarification is 

desired, a noun identifying the specific possessor may be added after the noun. 

 nunela = children 

 mo nunela = his children 

 mo nunela ish defín = the dog trainer’s children (lit: his children of the dog  

  trainer) 

 

If the noun (the item possessed) begins with a vowel, contractions may be used to 

indicate possession. A specific noun may still be placed after the noun if clarification 

desired. 

 mo ekanu = his army 

 m’ekanu = his army 

 m’ekanu ish Modén = His Highness’ army (lit: his army of the Exalted One) 

 

 

Verb Markers 

 

These prefixes change the verb’s tense and/or mood. Most often, they are added to the 

beginning of the entire conjugated verb. However, if the direct object is separated from 

the verb, the marker remains attached to the verb itself (see first example below). 

 

Using ts’anui (I know it) as an example: 

 pa- = past marker; converts the verb to past tense 

  pats’anui = I knew it (alternatively: tse paanui = lit., it past-I-know)  

   e.g. I knew it yesterday, but I forgot it today. 

 

 po= past-subjunctive marker; converts the verb to past tense in the subjunctive 

mood (something possible, conditional, or dependent rather than actual)  

  pots’anui = I would have known it  

   e.g., I would have known it if I had studied my homework. 

 

 na- = future marker; converts the verb to the future tense 



  nats’anui = I will know it  

   e.g., I will know it by tomorrow. 

 

 nu-= future-subjunctive marker; converts the verb to the future subjunctive  

  nuts’anui = (If) I were to know it  

   e.g., If I were to know it, would I get a prize? 

 

 ro-= present-subjunctive marker; converts the verb to the subjunctive mood 

  rots’anui = I would know it  

   e.g., I would know it by studying hard. 

 

 

 

Converting a Verb to a Noun  

 

Most verbs that end in a vowel can be made into nouns by adding an “n” and accenting 

the last syllable. 

 deo = to continue forever 

 Deón = eternal one (lit., one who continues forever) 

 

Most verbs that end in a consonant can be made into nouns by replacing the final 

consonant with an “n” and accenting the last syllable. 

 

 defil = to train (fil) dogs (defi) 

defín = dog trainer (lit., one who trains dogs) 

 

 

 

Convert Verb to Adjective 

 

Generally, a verb ending in a vowel can be converted to an adjective by adding “sh” and 

accenting the last syllable. 

 deo = to continue forever  

 deósh = eternal  

 

Generally, a verb ending in a consonant can be converted to an adjective by replacing the 

final consonant with “sh” and accenting the last syllable. 

 lanáj = to help 

 lanásh = helpful  

 

Note: when describing a person, you may generally use either of these two options. 

 Deón = eternal one  

 Nulo Deósh = eternal son  

 (Paradisian custom capitalizes all nouns referring to the Deón-Damoúr family) 

 

 



Plurals 

 

For a word ending with a consonant, simply add –i. 

 leján = guard  

 lejani = guards 

 

For a word ending in a vowel, replace the final vowel with –i. 

 eshé = year 

 eshí = years 

 

For a word ending in –i, add another –i. 

 mijuni (mee-JOO-nee) = a specific type of Viv fruit 

 mijunii (mee-joo-NEE-ee) = more than one of this specific fruit 

 

 

 

Endearments 

 

Endearments are formed by ending a noun, name, or nickname with -i (for women) or -u 

(for men).  

 Noun:   ama (mom)  ami (mommy) 

   ada (dad)  adu (daddy) 

 

 Name:  Kamíl  Kami 

   Lustanli (Stan’s full Paradisian name) Lusu 

 

 Nickname:  Dira (short for Sadira)  Diri  

   Rike (short for Garike, Garrick’s Paradisian name)  Riku  

 

 

 


